Abstract: A vast amount of research has suggested that subjects with substance use disorder (SUD) might have difficulty making advantageous decisions that opt in favor of a longer-term, larger reward than an immediate, smaller reward. The current research explored the impact of reward bias and cortical frontal asymmetry (left lateralization effect) in SUD in response to a decisional task (Iowa Gambling Task). Fifty SUD participants and 40 controls (CG) were tested using the Iowa Gambling Task. Electrophysiology (electroencephalography) recording was performed during task execution. We measured left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex power activity. Behavioral responses (gain/loss options); frequency band modulation (asymmetry index) for delta, theta, alpha, and beta band; and cortical source localization (standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography) were considered. The SUD group opted in favor of the immediate reward option (loss) more frequently than the long-term option (gain) when compared to the CG. Secondly, SUD showed increased left-hemisphere activation in response to losing (with immediate reward) choices in comparison with the CG. The left hemispheric unbalance effect and the "reward bias" were adduced to explain the decisional impairment in SUD.
Introduction
Recently, some studies have tried to determine whether gambling behavior and drug addiction are related to neurobiological dysfunctions, and whether these dysfunctions are similar to those observed in individuals with prefrontal neurological impairment. 1, 2 Indeed, these studies showed that gambling disorder is associated with deficits in frontal lobe function, and that gambler subjects showed behavior similar to that of subjects who have substance use disorder (SUD): both prefer choices that bring immediate reward, even if these choices are coupled with negative future outcomes. 3, 4 Therefore, compulsive drug use can be described as a condition associated with dysfunctional brain mechanisms that subvert the ability to make decisions. [5] [6] [7] Indeed, high reward sensitivity was shown to contribute to drug abuse vulnerability. [8] [9] [10] A vast amount of research has suggested that those with SUD might have difficulty making advantageous decisions that opt in favor of a longer-term, larger reward than an immediate, smaller reward. 9, 11, 12 That is, dysfunctional behavior could arise from poor decision-making skills that lead individuals with SUD to ignore long-term negative consequences in the interest of immediate gratification or relief from uncomfortable states. 13 Indeed, a tendency was observed for people with SUD: when confronted with a decision that involves a conflict between an immediate reward, which has a long-term and possibly negative consequence (no larger reward later), individuals with SUD chose the Balconi and Finocchiaro immediate reward at the expense of negative consequences (or the "delay discounting" effect; for a review on this topic, see Reynolds 14 ). However, it is important to identify and clarify the neural substrates that underlie dysfunctional decision making. This may elucidate mechanisms contributing to continued gambling behavior in SUD. Indeed, addictive behavior seems to be associated with specific dysfunctions in the dopaminergicmesolimbic reward system, which can elicit conditioned attention allocation for dependence-associated stimuli, rendering them especially salient. 15 Deficient mesolimbic reward system and prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation is reported in substance abusers and impulsive individuals. [16] [17] [18] Moreover, it was shown that subjects displayed significantly reward-related and riskier decision making after disruption of the right lateral PFC, choosing a larger potential reward, even at a greater risk of penalty. 19, 20 It should be hypothesized that the hemispheric "unbalance" between the left and right PFC would characterize the subjects' decisions, which shows a higher reward trait and riskier behavior with a possible left-hemisphere unbalance. While the left PFC was shown to be implicated in approach-related and reward-related motivations and emotions, the right PFC was found to be involved in withdrawal-related motivations and emotions. [21] [22] [23] [24] Both approach and withdrawal motivations are paralleled by reward and punishment contingencies.
In this regard, modulation of brain oscillations may be considered a valid measure of brain lateralized activation, often being applied to find distinct responsiveness in the two hemispheres for different cognitive or emotional tasks. 21, 25 Indeed, resting frontal electrophysiology (electroencephalography [EEG]) asymmetry has been hypothesized to relate to appetitive (approach-related) and aversive (withdrawalrelated) motivation and emotion, with heightened approach tendencies reflected in left frontal activity and heightened withdrawal tendencies reflected in relative right frontal activity. 26, 27 In the frontal system, reduction in a specific frequency band -that is, a reduction of alpha power (increased activity) in the left frontal brain -was found after money gain and reward trials, whereas punishment conditions induced a reduction in alpha power in the right frontal brain. [28] [29] [30] Previous research on resting EEG has shown that frontal hemispheric activation asymmetry in favor of the left PFC reflects an individual predisposition to respond in terms of withdrawal-related behavior. 23, 24 One previous study used the resting alpha level to analyze the effect of stable approach/ withdrawal attitudes on decisional behavior. 31 Another study used a wider band of frequencies. 32 This latter case also found that baseline cortical activity in the right hemisphere predicts individual risk-taking behavior. The subjects with higher baseline cortical activity in this area display more risk aversion than do other subjects. It was also suggested that hypoactivity in the right PFC might serve as a dispositional marker of greater risk-taking behavior. Therefore, it should be plausible that the hemispheric "unbalance" between the left and right sides would characterize the subjects' risktaking behavior, showing a higher reward attitude with an unbalance in favor of the left hemisphere.
Purpose
In the present work, we tried to explore the lateralization effect -that is, the contribution by the left hemisphere to the reward-related components that support dysfunctional behavior in SUD. The role of the frontal brain unbalance was supposed to be able to elucidate the deficitary decisional mechanisms in SUD. As shown by previous research, left reward-related brain asymmetry (alpha band modulation) was observed in SUD in response to more rewarding conditions. 28 Some studies found a significant relationship between theta and gamma oscillations and the reward system. 33 However, a specific relationship with dysfunctional decisional processes was not explored, taking into account dynamic patterns (not resting EEG) and an ample range of brain oscillations (in addition to alpha band) during decisional task execution. In addition, the exploration of an ample range of brain oscillations allows for a complete analysis of the functional significance of potential brain modulation in relationship with specific cortical sites where this modulation is observed.
Taken together, these features may predict a significant sensitivity toward more rewarding options for SUD, and a final strategy that is more oriented toward immediate rewards and risky choices. In the present research, we intend to analyze this sort of hypersensitivity to reward and insensitivity to punishment, which should be related to the inability to attribute an adequate relevance to the loss (reward violation) in the behavioral strategy used. Secondly, we may suppose that, based on the lateralized reward/punishment model, there are different contributions by the left and right hemispheres on decisional processes, including gains and losses. Thus, that SUD increased responsiveness to more immediate "rewarding" choices may be supported by the unbalance between the left and the right hemispheres, favoring the left hemisphere. We proposed that, in association with riskier choices, SUD subjects showed an increase in high-frequency band power (brain activity increases) versus low-frequency band power (brain activity decreases) within the left hemisphere in comparison 
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Decisions and reward bias in drug dependence with normal subjects. Specifically, we supposed that SUD subjects showed an increased power of the high-frequency band (beta) within the left hemisphere in case of an immediate reward (disadvantageous decks [DD] ) in comparison with a delayed reward (advantageous decks [AD] ) because this increased power should represent higher left hemispheric activity. On the contrary, low-frequency bands delta, theta, and alpha should be decreased within the left hemisphere in cases of DD in comparison with AD because the decrease of the low-frequency oscillations should support the increased responsiveness of the left side. Finally, a source localization analysis (standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography [sLORETA] ) was applied to the EEG data to confirm cortical brain activity localization.
Methods subjects
The SUD group included 50 individuals (see Table 1 for sociodemographic data). These patients were selected from the Drug Dependence Department, SERT 11, Monza, where they were treated for their dependent behavior. They met the criteria for a lifetime history of cocaine dependence based on responses on the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV (SCID-II). 34 Before any testing, drug users were interviewed to collect information about their drug of choice ("which drug has caused more problems to you in the past?"). The interview was also used to examine the homogeneity for severity of drug use and its time duration. The interview evaluates three parameters: the intensity (average dosing); frequency (consumption episodes by month); and duration (years) of the use of a series of substances (alcohol, amphetamines, cannabis, cocaine, heroin, and methadone). Based on these criteria, all the selected subjects were cocaine dependent with a severe profile (see Table 1 ). Urine analyses for cannabis, benzodiazepines, cocaine, and heroin metabolites were routinely conducted in order to confirm the abstinence period.
The control group (CG) included 40 individuals who were recruited using a previous dataset of voluntary subjects; they had no history of use of illicit drugs, no lifetime regular use of alcohol, no more than 3 days of alcohol use in the last 30 days, and no more than two drinks per drinking day. In addition, CG was matched with the SUD group with respect to age, race, sex, and education.
Exclusion criteria for both SUD and CG included suicidal ideation and psychosis. Also, the absence of documented comorbid mood or personality disorders (for depression, the Beck Depression Inventory [BDI-II] by Beck et al 35 was used), the absence of documented head injury or neurological disorders, and a minimum abstinence duration of 20 days before testing were considered exclusion criteria. All subjects were right-handed. The subjects gave informed written consent for participating in the study and the research was approved by the ethics committee at the institution where the work was carried out (Department of Psychology, Ethics Committee of the Catholic University of Milan, Milan, Italy). The study conforms to the code of ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) printed in the British Medical Journal. No incentives were given to the subjects (both SUD and controls) to participate in the research.
Procedure
The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) (adaptation for an online Italian version) was used. [36] [37] [38] The IGT is a sensitive measure of decision making that simulates a real-world decision-making situation requiring evaluation of the magnitude and timing of rewards and punishments under uncertain conditions. The IGT includes a number of aspects: immediate rewards and delayed punishments; risk; and uncertainty of outcomes. Subjects were instructed to try to gain as much money as possible by drawing 100 trials from a choice of four decks (starting with a fictive loan of €2,000). Two of the decks were more risky and disadvantageous (A and B), producing immediate large rewards, but they were accompanied by significant money loss due to extreme punishments. The remaining two decks were advantageous (C and D) because the rewards were modest, but more consistent and the punishment was low. Therefore, high-risk options implied that there was the chance of a great reward, but there was also high risk for loss (DD). By contrast, low-risk options are often characterized by lower reward, but also low risk for loss (AD). Thus, the low-risk options often entail better long-term strategies with an overall gain, despite the initial reduced short-term gain.
All participants received standard instructions for the IGT. They were told that the object of the task was to win as much as possible and to avoid losses by drawing cards, one at a time, from the four decks. They were informed that 
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Balconi and Finocchiaro each card drawn would indicate how much they had won and whether there was a penalty as well. They were also informed that some decks were more advantageous than others, and that they were free to switch from one deck to another at any time and as frequently as they liked. They were not informed of the schedule of wins and losses in each deck or given advice on how to draw the cards, nor were they told how many cards they would be allowed to draw.
Each subject sat on a comfortable chair in front of a computer screen (1,280×1,024 pixels). The screen was placed approximately 80 cm from the subject, with a visual horizontal angle of 4° and a vertical angle of 6°. They used a Stimpad to choose the card with no strict time restrictions, although they were required to decide within a brief time interval. The experimental session lasted about 1.5 hours. During the task, the EEG was recorded.
Behavioral measure
The behavioral measure included the 100 card selections. We counted the number of selections from decks A and B (disadvantageous) and the number of selections from decks C and D (advantageous) and then derived the net score,
(response index [rI]). 4 We subdivided the 100 card selections into five blocks of 20 cards each, and for each block, a specific rI was calculated.
eeg recordings and data reduction EEG recordings were performed with a 64-channel directcoupled amplifier (SynAmps system) and acquisition software (Neuroscan 4.2) during task execution. An ElectroCap with Ag/AgCl electrodes was used to record EEGs from active scalp sites referred to the earlobes (10/20 system of electrode placement). 39 Data were acquired using a sampling rate of 500 Hz, with a frequency band of 0.01-50 Hz. An offline common average reference was successively computed to limit the problems associated with the signal-to-noise ratio. 40 Additionally, two electrooculography electrodes were placed on the outer canthi to detect eye movements. The impedance of the recording electrodes was monitored for each subject prior to data collection and was always below 5 kΩ. The signal was visually scored, and a portion of the data that contained artifacts were removed to increase specificity. Blinks were also visually monitored. Ocular artifacts (eye movements and blinks) were corrected using an eye-movement correction algorithm that employs a regression analysis in combination with artifact averaging. 41 After performing electrooculography correction and visual inspection, only artifact-free trials were considered (rejected epochs, 2%).
We measured left and right frontal dorsolateral (DL) PFC (F3, F4) power activity. The digital EEG data (from all 64 active channels) were band-pass filtered in the following frequency bands: delta (0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , and beta (14-20 Hz) (band-pass filtering: 96 dB/ octave roll-off; warm-up filter left and right to 100 ms). To obtain a signal proportional to the power of the EEG frequency band, the filtered signal samples were squared. An average absolute power value for each condition (AD and DD) was calculated, using the time window of 0-500 ms. A fast Fourier transform method (Hamming window: length 10%) was used to obtain estimates of spectral power (µV 2 ) in the 1 Hz frequency bin for each electrode site. Spectral power values were averaged across all epochs within a single baseline and were then transformed to power density values for the different frequency bands. All power density values were log-transformed to normalize the distribution of the data after the subtraction.
Results
The statistical analysis included three different sets: a first analysis applied to the behavioral data (rI) to explore the significant differences during the IGT; a second analysis related to the frequency band differences for SUD and CG; and a third set related to the frequency band distribution on the scalp based on the sLORETA analysis.
ri
The behavioral measures were subjected to a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), in which the between-subjects factor group (2; SUD versus CG) and the within-subjects factor block (5) were applied to the rI. Errors associated with inhomogeneity of variance were controlled by decreasing the degrees of freedom using the Greenhouse-Geiser epsilon ( (Figure 1 ). As revealed by post hoc analysis (contrast analysis for ANOVA, with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons), a higher rI was found for the CG compared to those with SUD within all five blocks (all P0.001). Moreover, the CG showed significant differences when comparing the five intervals, with an increased performance observed across the intervals (all P0.001), whereas the SUD group did not show any significant effect. 
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Decisions and reward bias in drug dependence Frequency band analysis (delta, theta, alpha, beta)
The frontal brain log-transformed asymmetry (LTA)
[log-transformed right power -log-transformed left power]
for mean power was calculated. A negative value indicated a more left-sided increase in power for the specific frequency band. Conversely, a more positive value indicated a more left-sided decrease in power for the frequency band. Each frequency band was subjected to a two-way mixeddesign ANOVA, in which the between-subjects group (2; SUD versus CG) and within-subjects condition (2; AD versus DD) were applied to the dependent variable of the LTA (Table 3) .
For delta, a significant group × condition interaction effect was found (F [ Figure 1C ). Indeed, there was a significantly increased LTA 
slOreTa analysis
To localize the source of neural activity, we used the sLORETA method. 42, 43 This method computes the current density (area/m 2 ) according to the digitized probability atlas as the linear, weighted sum of the scalp electric potentials, and it assumes neither a limited number of dipolar point sources, nor distribution on a known surface. It solves the inverse problem based on the assumption that the smoothest possible activity distribution is the most plausible one. Topographical voltage maps of bands were made by plotting color-coded isopotentials obtained by interpolating voltage values between scalp electrodes at specific time intervals (0-500 ms). In the present study, an improved version of the standardized weighted sLORETA was applied. 44 The source space used five-point grid spacing, and the estimated signalto-noise ratio was 3. In the present research, we calculated the source localization for every subject and condition. Voxel-wise nonparametric statistics were used. Direct comparisons were successively conducted between the groups (SUD versus CG), and distinctively for each condition (DD versus AD) and for each frequency band.
For delta and theta, the algorithm localized the source of the differential activation in the left DLPFC for DD between the SUD group and the CG (t=9.03, P0.01, BA9 x=-3, y=48, z=18; t=7.90, P0.01, BA9 x=-5, y=45, z=23) (Figure 2A-D) . For alpha, more significant differential activation was found in the DLPFC when comparing the SUD group and the CG for DD (t=5.10, P0.01, BA9 x=2, y=40, z=27). Finally, beta showed the source of the differential activation within the left DLPFC (t=5.69, P0.01, BA9 x=-7, y=39, z=30) when comparing the SUD group and the CG in response to DD. No other effect was statistically significant.
Discussion
The present study aimed to explore the role of frontal brain asymmetry in decisional choices for both reward and punishment conditions, as well as for drug dependence. Specifically, we considered behavioral (IGT), brain oscillation, and lateralization effects to be related to drug dependence. Frequency band modulation (asymmetry index, LTA) was used to test the left hemispheric unbalance effect in SUD subjects, showing a consistent advantage for the left hemisphere in determining dysfunctional choices. A large range of brain oscillations (delta, theta, alpha, and beta) was considered when exploring the band modulation as a function of the advantageous or disadvantageous behavioral options. Finally, we tested the left hemispheric unbalance in SUD -that is, when SUD subjects opted for the disadvantageous conditions when compared with those in the CG.
Firstly, the results were broadly consistent with the hypotheses that SUD is related to significant deficits in decisional processes based on reward bias. Indeed, SUD and CG showed different behavioral options and opposite strategies during the IGT. SUD subjects in general increased DD choices in comparison to controls with a constant "gap" between gains and losses across the five blocks. This behavior may be explained by taking into account a possible rewardsensitivity bias. The fact that the SUD group consistently "increased" the response to immediately rewarding events 
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Balconi and Finocchiaro as compared to the CG reinforces the assumption that some motivational impairment is observable in the case of drug dependence. A sort of "reward bias" should be effective when inducing the subject to overestimate the immediate (unreal) reward at a detriment to the delayed (real) reward (delay discounting). 13 More generally, the reward bias seems to be the most relevant variable able to explain the current results, by pointing out the effect of insensitivity to losses in favor of a more immediate reward. A long-term strategy is inhibited by the apparent present reward outcomes.
A second interesting result of the present study focused on the modulation of the brain oscillations during the IGT execution to monitor the direct effect of the brain lateralization during the dynamic decisional process. Based on the ample range of cortical oscillations we used, we may exhaustively describe the functional significance of these possible modulations as they related to the specific sites where these modulations were revealed. Regarding the hemispheric contribution in affecting the decisional processes, a significant higher left frontal activation for SUD was observed when they opted for DD than AD. The significant decrease in delta, theta, and alpha power within the left hemisphere in response to DD may support the higher left activation because the low-frequency bands were reduced within this side. The delta increasing within the left hemisphere in response to more rewarding conditions confirmed the left-hemisphere overactivation for SUD. The present results may confirm that this increased left response was exclusively related to the DD (it was apparently more rewarding) and it was not generically associated to a resting anomalous left hyperactivation in SUD. Therefore, based on the dynamic index we used (related to the specific deck condition), we may suppose that this left hemispheric unbalance is related to the "rewarding option", induced by the apparent immediate reward. To reinforce these results, it must be noted that the left (and right) brain activity of SUD was equivalent to the CG in cases of nonrewarding (unrisky) options.
Indeed, source analysis (sLORETA) supported these effects, showing a significant increase in the left frontal distribution of this reward-related brain activation for SUD, with decreased slow-frequency (delta and theta) and increased high-frequency (beta) brain oscillations within the frontal left hemisphere. Specifically, we found that the left DLPFC increased in response to more rewarding and risky choices. Thus, we may state that this cortical area could contribute to determine this "impaired" responsiveness to decisional choice in the case of risky options for SUD.
The lateralization effect in SUD related to the brain unbalance in response to specific rewarding conditions may explain why SUD subjects opted for an immediate reward over a future reward (reward bias). This fact affects their sensitivity to contextual cues and their dysfunctional strategic planning. 45 We have to take into consideration that this left-sided hyperactivation in SUD was related to the case of apparently rewarding choices -that is, more risky and immediately rewarding options (DD). Thus, this fact may support an effective hemispheric unbalance related to increased left sensitivity in response to immediately rewarding (and risky) events, more so than a decreased right responsivity to the delayed rewarding (and unrisky) events.
The specific cortical localization we found may suggest the consistent overactivation of the left cortical system and a concomitant predominance of this brain area in managing the cognitive choices in SUD when they believed they obtained an immediate reward. 28 Previous research found that the brain correlates of the reward system are mainly localized in prefrontal areas and are more left-lateralized. More generally, the cortical correlates of the reward-inhibition system is the PFC and, while the left PFC was shown to be implicated in approach-related motivations and emotions, the right PFC was found to be involved in withdrawal-related motivations and emotions. [21] [22] [23] [24] Thus, the specific localization that was found may suggest the consistent overimplication of the left cortical system, and a concomitant predominance of this brain area, at least when managing the cognitive choices in SUD. However, these results are partially in contrast with some previous findings about hypoactivity in the right PFC, supporting a sort of neglect for the negative consequences of SUD behavior, 46 or the idea that a right hypoactivity induces subjects to seek out risks as a means to drive a relatively underactivated system. 32 Anyway, it should be noted that in a previous study, the EEG resting activity was considered a predictor of the successively more risky or unrisky strategy. 6 In contrast, the current study focused on the modulation of brain oscillations during the IGT execution to monitor the direct effect of the brain lateralization during the dynamic decisional process. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude a possible mixed effect including both the increased responsiveness in the left hemisphere toward the more rewarding condition, and the decreased responsiveness in the right hemisphere to a less rewarding (or more punishing) condition. Future research may better elucidate this relevant point.
To summarize, the reward bias seems to be the most relevant variable to explain the current results by pointing out the effect of insensitivity to losses in favor of a more 
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Decisions and reward bias in drug dependence immediate reward: the long-term strategy is inhibited by the apparent present reward outcomes. The second variable that was found to be critical in explaining the decisional behavior in SUD was the frontal left lateralization of the brain activity in response to selecting more risky options. A sort of higher left hemisphere reactivity by the SUD subjects was revealed, and this possible general interhemispheric unbalance may determine the cognitive bias toward more appetitive and rewarding conditions -that is, this frontal mechanism could have a relevant and consistent effect on the final behavioral strategy based on a biased reward system, producing this dysfunctional general strategy. These results may also support a general conclusion that the most rewarding conditions implicate higher left activation, orienting subjects' choices toward an immediate reward. 45, 47 This frontal cortical network might be able to characterize the subjective behavior in response to decisional processes, when a gain/loss decision must be made. Specifically, the frontal contribution makes relevant the reward system's role in managing the decisional processes. 22, 31, 48, 49 The "hemisphere unbalance effect" may be considered a critical marker of dysfunctional decisional behavior in drug dependence, and a more general factor that is able to explain the tendency to opt in favor of more reward-related conditions. This frontal mechanism may have a consistent effect on the final behavioral strategy based on a biased reward system, producing dysfunctional general outcomes. Indeed, the partial impairment or the unbalanced contribution of these two sides may compromise the adequacy of future-planning behavior, as has been observed for some specific clinical conditions, such as dependence disorders, ventromedial lesions, or pathological neuropsychiatric categories (including obsessivecompulsive or bipolar personality disorder). 50 However, based on the present data, the pre-existing stable effect of reward trait (without any modification induced by drug dependence) on risky behavior could also be suggested, although the increasing effect of drug abuse on this reward sensitivity cannot be excluded a priori. In other words, the reward sensitivity shown in SUD could be a sort of facilitating factor that strongly predicts the successive drug abuse and dysfunctional decisional behavior. Future research could better support this supposition.
Moreover, a deep exploration of the potential relationship between the stable left hemispheric hyperactivation in SUD, independently of the context (the more or less rewarding condition), might suggest a more direct relationship between some personality trait component (such as impulsivity) and hemispheric (left) unbalance. In fact, a previous study found that impulsivity was generally related to SUD, and that this effect may induce a higher left dominance. 9 However, since we did not directly consider the impulsivity construct, and given that our SUD subjects did not show a significant general (baseline) left unbalance, but only a significant more left-lateralized response to more rewarding conditions, the impulsivity component should be better explored (and compared) across groups as a relevant cofactor to verify its effective role.
Finally, our results may also suggest a general limitation in some executive functions in SUD, which is mainly related to the inability to adequately shift the personal cognitive strategy, taking into account the previous outcomes of behavior, as well as to the difficulty in updating the internal and external representations. Future research may point out this aspect to better explain the role of reward bias in relationship with executive dysfunctions.
